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Obtaining data and 
historical facts about 
lineage of Cal Miqueló

Joan Bellmunt i Figueras

Today, life seems to move faster than ever. It may be that the accumulation of 
work, stress, TV, mobile phones and Internet isolates people and seems to tell 
them that they only exist as individuals, and a long etcetera. We are becoming 
part of an ephemeral world, where the only point of reference seems to be each 
individual. 

In contrast, old European philosophers used to speak about the person as part 
of a common trunk shared with other people. This offered the advantage that, 
beginning with the family itself, human existence was extended to the immediate 
community (the village) and to other factors, such as the local territory and, even 
wider, also to what we call the country. 

If we focus on the first paragraph, we find ourselves facing a certain danger be-
cause we run the risk of concentrating on what remains of the trunk and forget-
ting about the roots and branches of the tree. In other words, focusing on the 
individual and on nothing else. 

The second paragraph refers to the common trunk of the tree, the roots and the 
branches. The roots are those ancestors who came before us and thanks to whom 
we exist today and we are what we are. The branches are the descendants in 
whom we have placed our hopes for the future. Of the two paragraphs, we want 
to focus on the latter and on the paths that can lead us to remember, respect and 
love the roots that have come before us and to value, with hope, respect and affec-
tion, the branches (which are still young) that promise abundant fruit and positive 
things to come. 

It was in a conversation with Eduard that, on the one hand, he suggested that 
I should remember the historical facts and realities covered by the years of the 
lineage of Cal Miqueló while, on the other, he passed me the facts relating to the 
village, the work of the rural population, the buildings, the crops and the differ-
ent types of changes that took place over those decades and centuries. 

I accepted the challenge with enthusiasm and, immersed in my work, I have re-
alised how life drains away quickly and inexorably. I have discovered that those 
who lived in the past worked for the lineage of Cal Miqueló. Today they are his-
tory; now they are memory, but through this publication, those people and their 
deeds will live on in the day-to-day life of those who today have the honour and 
pride to belong to that lineage. 

That said, our dear readers should not think that in the following chapters that I 
have written they will find a history book explaining all of the events that hap-
pened over all those decades. As well as honouring those ancestors who forged 
the base of a lineage (and a house) and who contributed to the development of 
the village of Puiggròs, to the comarca (local district) and to the country, this com-
pendium seeks to present a fragment of the life, and a page in the history, of what 
happened in and around Cal Miqueló. Perhaps we could borrow a phrase from 
Faust: “Make sure that you keep hold of what you inherited from your parents”. It 
is clear that he was referring to teachings, traditions, a love for things and family...

The publication that you have in your hands represents, and bears witness to, 
a story, a series of facts and a family. It faithfully reflects both a past time and a 
present time. Quite naturally, it is moving at all levels for all of those who, in one 
way or another, form part of this family and makes it clear that the family has al-
ways been the fundamental unit in all societies, or at least until the present day. 

For this reason, I think that this publication offers the best testament and way to 
pay homage to, and recognise, all of the efforts made by those who once walked 
before us on the road of life and those who do so today, with enthusiasm and 
effort, with new projects and new innovations. May this continue for many years!

© of the texts: Joan Bellmunt i Figueras and 
their respective authors

© translation and linguistic revision: Malcolm 
Hayes

© of the photographs: the Joan Bellmunt 
archive, Toni Boldú and the Cal Miqueló 
archive

© of the cover photographs: Arxiu Cal 
Miqueló

Advertising design: Gomaestudi

Sensations 

Memories 

I have always thought that childhood experiences remain 
very present in our adult life. My memories of Cal Miqueló, 
with grandfather Josep and grandmother Manuela, are still 
very much alive in my memory. The large open fire, the eco-
nomic kitchen in the middle of the room, the pantry with its 
pots of tupina (marinade), the table with that drawer full of 
things that she always rummaging through with great curi-
osity: petrol lighters, tobacco tins, thimbles... I also remem-
ber the walls dark with smoke from the fire, the giant radio 
chattering away and the clock striking the hours, the din-
ing-room table with those colourful rounded glasses, and 
the melon-seed soup. Great-grandmother Rosa, who was 
dressed all in black, sitting with her curved back and sewing 
in a corner of the kitchen or, in September, at the entrance 
to the house, shelling almonds by hand, one by one. These 
and other similar images were the childhood scenes that 
have conditioned my way of viewing and understanding the 

world. I am sure that it is for this reason that I had always 
wanted to recover the Cal Miqueló house, which had been 
empty since the death of grandfather Josep. It is a very per-
sonal project, one built with all the love for my family and 
on my childhood memories. It is, therefore, an enormous 
pleasure to see the house completely renovated, with all the 
elements that identify it as a home where many generations 
have lived, laughed and cried, with the house always acting 
as witness..., with parents, children and grandparents full of 
love, where now too, many families and groups of friends 
will be able to share many good times and emotions, in the 
maximum comfort, between walls full of history and stories. 

Finally, I would like to thank my family who, with their love 
and generosity, have given me, and continue to give me, 
the strength and courage to follow the path of my life. 

Eduard Cau Barrufet
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Whether you come here from Les Borges Blanques or from 
Mollerussa, you cannot miss the hill on which Puiggròs 
stands. A road takes you into the narrow streets of the vil-
lage. Little by little you will approach the church in the Plaça 
Major (main square) where you will find a sign indicating 
that you are about to enter Cal Miqueló. As you open the 
door, you will find the first sign of the passing of time at 
your feet, in the form of one of the house’s three original 
encaustic cement tile floors. 

As you enter, the sensation of otherworldliness is immedi-
ate. The great hall, where past and present melt into one, 
which until the middle of the last century served as a sta-
ble in which farm animals were kept, and where, even to-
day, the beams and walls remind us of this. The gothic-style 
stone column, the objects in the glass display case and the 
clock on the wall all seem at home in the modern dining 
room, even two hundred and fifty years later. 

We pass the arcade, with an engraved stone, which every-
thing suggests would once have belonged to the old Ro-
manesque-style village church and then find ourselves be-
fore the perfectly equipped avant-garde-style kitchen. In 
this room, we once again find a perfectly conserved encaus-
tic cement tile floor and the stone arcade of the portal, with 
the holes where the wooden bar that was used to lock the 
original door used to sit. The conversations that must have 
taken place between the neighbours make me think about 
the lack of verbal communication in today’s society.

Upstairs, a wooden bicycle wheel attracts our attention. I 
wonder how many times it had made the trip to Les Borg-
es Blanques to attend the friars’ school. We enter the living 
room, looking towards the multimedia apparatus, but our 
eyes go directly up to the ceiling to contemplate the geom-

etry and the colours of the giant “pop-art” puzzle that has 
been hung from it. 

The worn stone steps, a product of the footsteps of so many 
years, and the old wooden bannister invite us to climb up 
to the rooms on the second floor, which are simply but ele-
gantly decorated. The hooks that hang from the roof beams 
are a remnant of the typical customs of rural houses. They 
were used for hanging cured hams, tomatoes, grapes, etc., 
in order to conserve them for consumption throughout the 
year. We enter the largest bedroom and what was once the 
ham salting area comes to our notice. Even so, the televi-
sion screens on the walls and the baths in the seven rooms 
remind us how much water has passed under the bridge 
since those times. 

However, the most endearing part of the house, and the one 
which took longest to reconstruct, still remains. The boil-
er where the pig was cooked, the grain measures and the 
typical hand-made glass jars all guide us towards the cellar, 
which has now been reformed and turned into a place in 
which to relax. The channel along which the wine used to 
run has been turned into an outflow for the heated swim-
ming pool, and the deposit where the wine was stored is 
now a space full of warm bubbles. Another feature that we 
cannot forget is the sauna which was imported from Scan-
dinavia and which adds the finishing touch to the complex. 

At Cal Miqueló, time and space seem to stand still and, for a 
few instants, we can understand how important it is to value 
and truly appreciate these moments of peace and quiet that 
help us to connect with our inner selves and to recharge 
our batteries before we face the hectic daily struggle that we 
never really seem to get fully accustomed to. 

Glòria Cau Barrufet
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History
The house has always been inhabited by the same family. 
Following established tradition, the eldest son: the heir, or 
the eldest daughter: the heiress, received the house and the 
lion’s share of the property. In the ten generations that have 
lived here, there has only been one heiress: Maria Queralt 
Masbernat, who - when she married Manel Cau Marsol - 
changed the surname of the house to the one that it now 
bears. In the family tree, you can see the number of children 
who died in previous generations. 

We also know that when the house was constructed this 
was one of the families with most property in the village. 
That, however, was something that changed with the gen-
eration of Josep Cau Queralt (1837). He was ill for twenty 
years and spent most of them bedridden. He went to var-
ious hospitals and spas in Catalonia and with the differ-
ent treatments that he required, the majority of the family 
property was lost. 

These photographs were taken a century apart. In the first, dating from 1917, we see the grandmother of Manuel Cau Miret and the little boy who was the next heir: Josep Cau 
Santandreu. In the second photograph, we see the family of the present heir, Eduard Cau Barrufet. 

Josep Cau Vallverdú and Pepita Barrufet Cornudella with Eduard and Glòria on the day of their First Communion.
Josep Cau Santandreu and Manuela Vallverdú Cabau at 
their son’s wedding in 1965.

Cal Miqueló, 10 generations of a lineage

 Josep Queralt Capell (1730-1807)
 Rosa Hospital

Teresa Queralt Hospital (1784) Josep Queralt Hospital (1764-1796)
Valero Queralt Hospital (1775) Antònia Vallès Llobregat

Francisca Queralt Vallès (1786-1788) Josep Queralt Vallès (1788-1846)
Miquel Queralt Vallès (1790-1794) Gertrudis Masbernat Bosch (1791-1870)
Sebastià Queralt Vallès (1792)
Rosa Queralt Vallès (1794-1797)

Rita Queralt Masbernat (1814-1894) Maria Queralt Masbernat (1810 -1889)
 Manuel Cau Marçol (1808-1875)

Pere Cau Queralt (1848-1910) Josep Cau Queralt (1837 - 1888)
Maria Lluïsa Cau Queralt (1847-1874) Teresa Miret (1835 - 1899)
Teresa Cau Queralt (1843-1883)
Dolors Cau Queralt (1840-?)
Manuel Cau Queralt (1841-?)

Mateu Cau Miret (1878) Manuel Cau Miret (1868-1957)
Maria Cau Miret (1876) Rosa Santandreu (1876-1970)
Pere Cau Miret (1870)
Josep Cau Miret (1869)

Josep Cau Santandreu (1901-1903) Josep Cau Santandreu (1904-1981)
Teresa Cau Santandreu (1899-1985) Manuela Vallverdú Cabau (1908 -1994)
Ramona Cau Santandreu (1907-2007)

Dolors Cau Vallverdú (1922-2009) Josep Cau Vallverdú (1938)
 Pepita Barrufet Cornudella (1940)

Glòria Cau Barrufet (1966) Eduard Cau Barrufet (1967)
 Marta Pratdepadua Pedrós (1967)

Gerard Cau Pratdepadua (1999) Eduard Cau Pratdepadua (1996)
Maria Cau Pratdepadua (2007)
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Joan BellmuntThe production of olive oil has 
always been associated with the ag-
ricultural production of the comarca 
of Les Garrigues and especially with 
our village. This was so even before 
the arrival of the irrigation water that 
would transform the landscape. 

There have always been olive trees 
here, and for that reason the Moors 
used to refer to this area as the acei-
tun: the place of olive trees. Howev-
er, the production was small, the ol-
ive trees were of a different type and 
there were very few of them.

Land of olive trees

and clear leaves. Its olive, which is 
known throughout the world, is small, 
round and tense.

We need to explain the origin of the 
name of this olive and the reason why 
its production increased in the way that 
it did. Production greatly increased 
from the decade 1760-1770 onwards. 
It is said that it was the Duke of Me-
dinaceli himself who originally intro-
duced this olive variety from Greece 
and the local people then grew it in 
some really vast plantations. Accord-
ing to Antoni Pau i Sans and Josep M. 
Sans i Gené and their book Arbeca, 
history and memory, the explanation 
for this great planting can be found in 
the fact that the aforementioned duke 
had promised, in a decree dated 15th 
April 1763, that he would pay a “real 
de vellón” for each olive tree that they 
could plant. 

The people of Puiggròs and from many 
other neighbouring villages therefore 
hurried to Arbeca, the village where 
the Medinaceli family were staying 
(hence the name Arbequina olive 
tree), in search of olive tree cuttings in 
order to plant them. 

Once the plantation had been estab-
lished, they went to claim their “real 
de vellón” per tree planted, which the 
duke was unable to pay, but the ol-

1730-1807

The Cal Miqueló Lineage
The first generation

Josep Queralt Capell  
(1730-1807)

They are the couple who built the hou-
se, when the heir, Josep Queralt, was 
forty-seven years old and they had two 
sons: Josep, thirteen, and Valero, two. 
Later, Teresa was born.

They must have been a wealthy family 
based on how the house was built and 
on its position next to the church. 

It must have been a prosperous period 
because the majority of the houses in 
the Carrer Major (high street) were 
built at this time. The church had been 
rebuilt thirty years earlier. 

The house was built with the aim of it 
also being used to produce wine. We 
know this from the wine deposit, which 
has now been turned into a jacuzzi, 
and the cellar. In the centre of the cellar 
there had been a very large deposit 
which is still conserved today.

The winery was connected to the cellar 
via the stone and the copper channel 
that can be seen today next to the pool.

The church
While, in the period that concerns us, 
there was activity on the global scale 
in the planting of olive trees, in the vil-
lage, the people worked on the con-
struction of a new rectory and a new 
church, as the old one had become 
too small and was in a ruinous con-
dition. Here, it is necessary for us to 
look back to a few years earlier. In 
the year 1736, Gregori Galindo was 
appointed Bishop of Lleida. He was 
a bishop who stood out because he 
organised the construction of various 
churches, with that of Puiggròs being 
one of them. This church (the present 
one) was finished in 1745.

We should feel a little proud, in the 
best sense of the term, of the great ef-
forts made by our ancestors. 

There have always been olive trees 
here, and for this reason the Moors 

referred to this whole area the 
aceitun: the place of olive trees.

It was in the second half of the 18th 
century that the production increased 
and took the name of this small ol-
ive variety that produces the olive oil 
which is lowest in acidity and regard-
ed as the best olive oil in the world: 
Arbequina olive oil.

The olive has been the most widely 
cultivated crop in the comarca and 
above all in its westernmost part. The 
Arbequina olive tree is not very tall, 
has moderately developed branches 

When Josep Queralt Hospital built this 
house, in 1778, the dominant crop in the 
surrounding area was the vine. As a re-
sult, he built the wine deposit, to make 
wine, and the cellar. The deposit is locat-
ed under the Plaça Mayor and the cellar, 
which is under the current kitchen, used 
to be the entrance to the house. Here, 
there used to be a stairway giving access 
to the first floor and to the stable, where 
the working animals were kept. 

The elements that you can see in this part 
of the house are:

The deposit
This was where the jacuzzi is now. It is 
completely covered in curved ceramics 
and it is where the must was deposited 
before it was later turned into wine. In 
the front part of the house it is possible 
to observe a small arcade. This is where 

the grape treading was done. There was a 
two square metre space with stone under-
neath and all around where the children 
from the street used to tread the grapes 
with their bare feet. Once the must had 
been made, the deposit was opened and 
everything was tipped down into it.

The channel
Along one side of the cellar you will find 
a copper tap attached to a long and very 
special stone. This stone has a central ori-
fice that runs along its whole length. 

It connected the deposit to the inner part 
of the cellar. The copper channel that you 
can see is located in such a way that it 
works as it did in the past. If you look 
closely at the channel, in the front part, 
you will see a small screw. When they 
started to empty the wine, a fine rod 
was passed through the opening to push 

away the stone that acted as a lid and to 
stop it obstructing the hole; it was locat-
ed in the exit orifice. Herbs were placed 
in front of this stone to serve as a filter.

The cellar
Once the must was converted into wine it 
was kept in a type of bath that occupied 
almost the whole of the cellar. This is an 
enormous recipient, which we still con-
serve, and has the capacity to hold five 
thousand litres of wine. Judging from its 
sheer size, it must have been constructed 
inside the cellar itself. It was also tradi-
tional for various different houses to pro-
duce their wine in the same deposit. In 
this case, the measuring pots that were 
used can still be seen above the swimming 
pool. The wine removed was assigned ac-
cording to the volume of grapes that had 
been taken to the deposit. 

ive trees had now been planted. This 
great planting of olive trees led to the 
construction of new storage vats and 
new presses as the years passed so 
that people could make olive oil from 
the olives that these trees produced. 
This is a tree that has lived to over a 
hundred years old and which is a sym-
bol of peace.

This great planting of olive trees  
led to the construction of new storage 

vats and new presses as the years 
passed and these were used to make 
olive oil from the olives that these 

trees produced. 

Here, it is necessary to briefly remem-
ber that in the years that followed this 
would become the olive oil mill of Cal 
Bitxo in Puiggròs. As this has since 
disappeared, we wanted to leave this 
record of its existence.

The millstone crushing the olives.

The pressing of the mats and the grinding of the olives 
squeezes out the Les Garrigues olive oil.

The moment has come to harvest the olives, which is 
done on harsh, cold days. This is equivalent to saying 
that the sooner they can be harvested, the better. 
Harvesting olives is a lively activity carried out at a 
feverish pace.
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Joan BellmuntIt is a fact, based on natural reason, 
that at all times and in every historical 
period there have been some fertile 
years and others in which, mainly due 
to a lack of rain, it has been almost im-
possible to support human life in cer-
tain comarques (local districts). 

One of the comarques that has been 
most affected by these extreme 
droughts is, without a doubt, the one 
in which we live: Les Garrigues.

Today, the Canal d’Urgell has reme-
died the problem of drought for some 
of the villages in this comarca, with 
one of these being Puiggròs.

However, there is a fact that must be 
commented on and that specifically 
refers to our village and to the people 
who lived here in the period that we 
are studying and to the grave difficul-
ties with water that our ancestors had 
to struggle with. 

We will therefore try to explain the 
prayers that were offered in the 1790s 
(and following years), when the whole 
village of Puiggròs got together and trav-
elled to Les Borges Blanques in order to 
beg Our Lady of El Carme for rain. 

It is said that on 31st March the Town 
Council of Les Borges Blanques re-
ceived an official communication which 
stated that on 3rd April the image of the 
Virgin Mary would be taken in proces-
sion and that the participation of the vil-
lage population would be appreciated. 

After transmitting the message to the 
people, the priest of Puiggròs organ-
ised the act that was to be held at Les 
Borges Blanques.

Early in the morning of 3rd April, the 
church bells were rung to announce 
the Holy Mass. A procession of peti-
tions was then formed, which sang the 
Litany of the Virgin, as was the custom 
of that time. The procession included 
the image of Christ, the Virgin of Sor-
row carried by four young men, a black 
pendulum and the true cross; the mem-
bers of the local council continued be-
hind the priest carrying the official rod 
and bands. The priest wore the purple 

Prayers for rain

stow and all of the people walked in 
a column to the end of the village, on 
the side near the flat agricultural plots. 
There, the procession broke up. The 
axes and candles were put out and only 
the lantern remained lit. On reaching 
the outskirts of Les Borges Balanques, 
the procession reformed. 

1764-1796

The Cal Miqueló Lineage
The second generation

Josep Queralt Hospital  
(1764-1796)

He was thirteen years old when the 
building of the house finished. He mar-
ried Antònia Vallès Llobregat de Senan. 
They had five children: Josep, who was 
the heir (1788-1846), Francisca (1786-
1788), Miquel (1790-1794), Rosa 
(1794-1797) and Sebastià (1792). 

As you can see, three of the children 
died before they were four. It was quite 
common for children to die in their in-
fancy at that time. 

The Holy Christ, the Virgin of Els 
Dolors carried by four young men, a 
black pendulum and the True Cross.

The priest of Les Borges Blanques 
then adds:

“...in the early morning, just before 
dawn, the procession arrived at the 
parish church of Puiggròs, without a 
single person from the village being 
absent, except for the ill, for the wom-
en even took their babies. The pro-
cession from Puiggròs was received 
by the clergy, with full reverence and 
majesty. They were accompanied as 
far as the convent, where the salvation 
was sung and prayers were offered.” 

In the afternoon, the members of the 
clergy bade farewell to the delegation 
from Puiggròs at the portal of Sant 
Sebastià.

Even so, and as it rained in abun-
dance on one of those days, an act 
of thanksgiving was organised. The 
Local Council of Puiggròs decided to 
attend it in Les Borges Blanques, but 
first they met in a special session and 
agreed to make a charitable donation 
of 50 cents to the Virgin of El Carme, 
as a sign of thanks for having obtained 
abundant rain. 

On the day of the thanksgiving, the pro-
cession from Puiggròs set out with the 
flag, the tabernacle and wearing a white 
cape; the whole village of Puiggròs took 
part in the act. The Te Deum was sung 
and then, on arriving at the convent, 
the Regina Coeli. When the festival was 
over, they said goodbye to the clergy of 
Puiggròs at the portal of Sant Sebastià. It 
is said that they returned singing songs 
of thanksgiving for the abundance of 
rain that had fallen.

In Les Garrigues, places of invocation 
have included the Sant Crist de Gràcia 

The typical public washing areas where the women 
used to go to wash clothes. There are still a few that 
can be seen today as examples. The ones at Puiggròs 
were in the Camí de la Bassa, where the water deposit 
was located. 

The parish church of Les Borges Blanques where Our 
Lady of El Carme is venerated today and where the 
people went to ask for the gift of rain. 

The old iron fountain where people used to go to get 
water for consumption in their homes. Its water was 
also used to fill the troughs next to it which were used 
(together with those in front of Cal Vicentet) to provide 
drinking water for the working animals when they 
went to work in the fields or came back from them. 
Further down, we can see the washing areas.

Grape treading
Under this arcade were located the 
stones where the grapes were crushed. 
It was customary for the children of the 
street to be given the task of carrying 
out this work. Once well squashed, the 
stone lid of the deposit was opened 
and the contents were tipped down 
inside so that a natural fermentation 
process could take place that would 
turn the must into wine. The deposit is 
the place where you can now enjoy the 
jacuzzi; it is located under the square. 

Calendar
This script is from the 
back of a calendar 
dating from 1946 
which we have 
conserved.

Entrance
On either side of the door you can see 
two stones that stick out from the lat-
eral sills. Although they seem to have 
been made to sit on, their function 
was to prevent carts drawn by mules 
from touching the walls and being 
damaged. 

for the animals to drink from. These 
were pools that often dried up.

In the cathedral archive, where it 
speaks about the income of the 
church of Puiggròs, we found an entry 
which states: “...it does have income 
and properties. It also has olive trees 
where the oil is made for the Lamp of 
the Holiest, and if there is an excess of 
this oil, it is given to the needy. This ol-
ive oil comes from the olive trees that 
are planted around the village pools 
from which the animals drink. As well 
as the olive trees that are around the 
pools (there were three pools), the 
church also has a small plot of land 
next to it, which is also planted with 
olives. It is from here that the olive oil 
for the Lamp of the Holiest and for the 
poor comes.”

A good source to know more about the 
pools and the oil from the olive trees. 

in La Granadella, the Sant Crist of El 
Cogul, the Sant Crist of Arbeca, the Vir-
gin of La Jonquera in La Pobla de Cér-
voles as well as other places of great 
devotion. Puiggròs was, for example, 
one of the fifty-four settlements that 
sent a delegation to visit Our Lady of 
Les Sogues, at Bellvís.

Now and here, we wanted to com-
memorate a historical fact, an event 
that our ancestors from this village ex-
perienced. We owe a debt of gratitude 
to those who came before us and who 
fought so hard for progress, whether 
personally, as a family, or as a village. 

To conclude, it is necessary to add 
that the pool where the rain water for 
drinking was collected was originally 
in what is now the Plaça de la Bassa 
square. There were also three other 
pools in what is now the Camí de la 
Bassa (Path to the Pool), which were 
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10 Cal Miqueló. Ten generations of a family from Puiggròs 111788-1846

Joan BellmuntThe end of the 18th century and 
beginning of the 19th century were 
very hard for the people of our territo-
ry and especially for those from Puig-
gròs, where the negative climatology 
produced some extreme circumstanc-
es. The drought had a strong impact 
on the area and, furthermore, between 
1803 and 1804 the winter temperatures 
were so low that they even killed olive 
trees. This later promoted the planting 
of vines (in fact, even today there is 
a plot in the local area known as the 
fondo les vinyes). 

The local people suffered truly miser-
able hardship and mere subsistence. 
This occurred to the extent that one of 
the people who suffered most was the 
local priest. On 15th January 1805, he 

Climatic calamities 
of 1800 and the 

phylloxera
wrote a letter to Lleida explaining the 
circumstances. This letter is still con-
served and we have been able to hold 
it in our hands and consult it. That 
is how we are aware of that terrible 
situation.

The priest at that time, who was called 
Francisco Blanc, says in his letter that, 
as a result of the bad harvests and 
the uprooting of the dead olive trees 
that had fallen victim to the cold, all 
of the people of the village suffered 
numerous privations and this made it 
very difficult for them to meet the cost 
of the payments that they were sup-
posed to pay to the church: two quar-
ters of wheat and the same quantity of 
barley, per house. 

The letter goes on to explain that that 
he is having difficulties to survive. He 

1788-1846

The Cal Miqueló Lineage
The third generation

Josep Queralt Vallès  
(1788-1846)

He was the first heir to have been born 
in the house. Three of his siblings died 
when they were still only young. Alt-
hough he was the son of a house with 
properties, his infancy was not easy. 

He married a girl from Juneda: Gertru-
dis Masbernat Bosch, and they had two 
daughters: Maria and Rita. Maria was 
born when Josep Queralt was twenty-
two years old.

He died when he was fifty-eight and 
his widow died when she was se-
venty-nine. 

asks the bishop to show his goodness 
by instructing the canon responsible 
for administrating the sacristan not to 
bother the priest of Puiggròs by ask-
ing him to make effective the standard 
payments in grain to the capital, as he 
does not have enough reserves with 
which to do this. 

He adds in his letter that he has dif-
ficulties to live decently, that the vil-
lage is very poor, that he lacks food 
and that the pools have run dry and 
there is no water for either the people 
or the animals to drink. He says that, 
for most of the year, it is necessary to 
go to other villages to look for water 
because otherwise the people could 
not even drink. 

This letter was signed on 15th January 
1805 by the aforementioned Francisco 
Blanc.

This situation involving the death of ol-
ive trees led to moves to promote new 
crops such as vines. At the same time, 
based on the notes that have come 
down to us, it is evident that livestock 
herding also became economically 
important. The villagers kept flocks of 
goats and sheep and it seems that this 
led to several years of a certain social 
and economic welfare.

Here, we should also mention the 
unusual case of the almond tree. Al-
though this cannot be found in any 
old document, official census or 
sales record, it seems that the reason 
for this must be sought in the fact 
that they were planted on terraced 
land. As such, they were not subject 
to church tithes and therefore not 
mentioned.

Those years of a certain well-being did 
not, however, last very long. The phyl-
loxera caused farmers and agriculture 
irreparable losses. It seems that the 
best period for local wine produc-
tion was between the years 1865 and 
1885. Not surprisingly, this coincided 
with the time when the phylloxera 
destroyed the vines of the small-scale 
farmers in France, who found them-
selves having to buy up the produc-
tion from our lands. 

But this brief golden age came to a 
sudden end. It is said that “the house 
of the poor person is full of lice” 
(the poor seem to be dogged by bad 
luck) and this is effectively what hap-
pened to our ancestors. In 1890, the 
phylloxera appeared in our territo-

ry, from L’Empordà to El Penedès, 
throughout southern Catalonia and 
in our village. 

The level of wine production at Puig-
gròs in the years prior to the phyllox-
era must have been very important. 
This is evidenced by the large number 
of wine deposits which - like that of 
Cal Miqueló – have survived until to-
day and have come to our knowledge. 
In fact, almost all the houses in the vil-
lage had their own deposit, with some 
of these having very great capacities. 
They are witnesses to the reality of 
that period. 

Here is where the good run of wine 
production, which had lasted for 
around twenty years, came to an end. 

A short time later came the vines were 
replanted on American root stock. 
This replanting brought with it the 
myth that everyone produced wine. 
The wine treading was done by foot 
and the wine was stored in the wine 
deposit. At that time, in the village 
streets, it would have been quite nor-
mal to see people with their trouser 
legs rolled up and treading grapes 
with their feet. 

Puiggròs seen from Els Castellassos, a hill that no longer exists. It was removed in the 1960s, but had previously served (among other functions) as an excavated shelter in which 
refugees were able to hide during the bombings of the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939). On the western side, there was a machinegun nest. Today, this space is occupied by a 
social centre, schools and a leisure centre, among other buildings. 

It was another period of abundance 
for this product. Many of grapes came 
to be harvested in arrobas (a unit of 
weight). Even the grapes harvested 
that were not required for household 
consumption were sold to buyers from 
the local capital, who paid 1.15 pese-
tas per arroba in Lleida (the Catalan 
arroba was equivalent to about 10.4 
kg). They were, naturally, transport-
ed by cart. Leaving Puiggròs at one 
o’clock in the morning, they arrived in 
Lleida early in the morning. The jour-
ney to get took five hours and it took 
another five to return.

But these difficulties did not lead our 
ancestors to leave the village. They 
did not leave because they must have 
loved it down to the very marrow of 
their bones. Today, we perhaps need 
to learn this lesson of love and to love 
it in a similar way. 

The death sentence for many of these 
deposits came when the streets were 
paved and sewers were built, in the 
second half of the 20th century. Almost 
all of the deposits were closed by that 
time, which marked a real loss of part 
of our history.
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Bicycle
A list of the bicycles that were owned in Puiggròs includes a reference to 
Josep Cau Santandreu (amongst other neighbours). The wheel is made of 
wood and belongs to the bicycle that can be seen in the archive. You can see 
it on exhibition in the house. 



12 Cal Miqueló. Ten generations of a family from Puiggròs 131810-1889

Joan BellmuntIt was during the reign of Pere III 
(The Ceremonious), in the 14th centu-
ry, that the need to construct a canal 
to transform the dry plains of Urgell 
into a fertile, irrigated area was first 
mentioned; but this did not become 
a reality until the middle of the 19th 
century. 

This was finally achieved at the six-
teenth attempt. It occurred in 1853, 
with the project led by Domènec 
Cardenal. It was an enormous task, 
and even more so considering the 
possibilities of that time. 

The work tools available were not 
those of today and the work had to be 
carried out by hand. Special mention 
needs to be made of the construction 
of the tunnel, or mine, of Montclar. At 
a depth of 160 metres, and at only a 
short vertical distance from the village, 
the Canal d’Urgell crossed the sierra 
via an impressive opening, popularly 
known as “the mine of Montclar”. The 
length of the tunnel, which was total-
ly straight, was 4,917.6 metres. At its 
base, it was 5.15 metres wide and 5.47 
metres high.

From drought to water1810-1889

The Cal Miqueló Lineage
The fourth generation

Maria Queralt Masbernat 
(1810-1889)

She was the only heiress who has 
owned the house in the last ten genera-
tions of the family. She had a sister, Rita, 
who was four years younger than her. 

She married Manuel Cau Marçal from 
Miralcamp. They had six children: Josep 
(the heir), Pere (1848-1910), Maria Llu-
ïsa (1847-1874), Francisco who died 
aged only one (1845-1846), Teresa 
Francisca (1843-1883), Maria Dolors 
(1850) and Manuel (1841).

She died at the age of seventy-nine.

The surname Cau, which has been con-
served until today, and the name of the 
house: Cal Miqueló, come from the pla-
ce of origin of Manuel Cau Marçal: Cal 
Miqueló in Miralcamp. 

tion ditches, had a total length of 3,500 
kilometres. That is quite easy to say, 
but it took considerable efforts to build. 

Cultural space
The Cultural Space of the Canals 
d’Urgell, in Mollerussa, presents a 
perfect representation of the change 
in the territory and in its crops which 
came with the arrival of the canal wa-
ter. This is a didactic, pedagogic space 
that should be visited by both young 
and old. Some should visit it in order 
to discover the current importance of 
this phenomenon and others in order 
to relive and remember the explana-
tions that they would have heard as 
infants. 

Entering the Cultural Space, we see 
the arid, dry land that was typical here 
prior to the construction of the canal. 
There is also a cart: the main means 
of transport used on these lands un-
til times that are not in such a distant 
past. The cart now sits in the muse-
um, but its bars seem to be still wait-
ing for a mule to come which, when 
harnessed to it, could once again pull 
it along its paths and through its fal-
low lands. 

In the olden days, the cart was main 
the means of transport for those who 
worked the land and also for moving 
construction materials. It was a vehicle 
which occupied an important place in 
the collective lives of the local settle-
ments. Which of the old people do not 
remember the music that the carts used 
to make when they left the village in 
the morning and when they returned 
in the evening? That crick-crack sound 
was a sweet, gentle, rhythmic form of 
music... which announced both the 
dawning of a new day and the peace-
ful silence of dusk.

The figure of the 
carter

As Josep Simó i Pons, better known as 
“the carter” noted, working as a carter 
was a very self-sacrificing job. It was 
not possible to watch the clock; they 
did not have a fixed timetable and only 
received their money once the small-
scale farmers had sold their crops. The 
day for receiving payment for all the 
work that they had done in the previ-
ous year was that of the Virgin of August 
(15th August) because by that time ev-
eryone had sold their grain. The money 
owed was noted down in a booklet and 
when payments were made, the name 
and the quantity due were crossed out. 
There were no receipts, or anything 
similar to a receipt. In winter, carters 
did the rounds in order to advance their 
work and accelerate the provision of or-
ders that arrived in good time. What is 
more, by this time, the “buttons” on the 
wheels had already dried up. It was at 
this time that they also made the fusells 
(axles). The rods, stakes and centre of 
the cart were called the escalada (stair-
way). On asking the price of a cart, we 
discover that, back in those days, they 
cost 130 duros finished (that was 650 
pesetas of the time, or € 3.91 in today’s 
currency). Carts and carters are now a 
memory of yesteryear. 

The column
In the living room, it is possible to see 
a column made from a single piece of 
stone. This attractive piece, which serves 
no structural function, was located in the 
room which is now the kitchen. In the cor-
ner, where there is now a sink, there used 
to be a stairway that led up to the upper 
floors.

This column supported the wooden 
beams that could not rest against the wall 
because of the stairway. The beauty of the 
piece is another indicator of the economic 
capacity of the family at the time that the 
house was built. 

The work tools available were not 
those of today and the work had to be 

carried out by hand. 

Construction of the mine began in 
1856 and the work was finished  
in September 1860.

The work was incredibly difficult be-
cause everything: both the digging 
and the removal of the earth, had to be 
done relying only on the strength of 
the workers’ arms. This work was car-
ried out under very difficult conditions 
and in order to resolve the problem of 
finding enough labour, prisoners who 
had been condemned to sentences 
of hard labour were taken to the site, 
with the majority of them being sent 
from penitentiaries in Tarragona and 
Burgos. 

In 1862, the lock gates finally opened. 
The water flowed through them and 
was used to irrigate the first water-fed 
crops. This was the first step in what 
would be a deep-seated transforma-
tion of the territory of Urgell and part 
of that of Les Garrigues. 

The life-giving water quenched the 
thousand-year-old thirst of these lands, 
and the drylands became fertile. The 
whole Canals d’Urgell system, includ-
ing the network formed by the off-
shoots from the four main irrigation 
channels, the sub-canal, and its irriga-

The water that is life quenched the 
thousand-year-old thirst of these lands 

and the drylands became fertile.

Four children from Puiggròs watching the water flow along the large irrigation channel. 

Image of the procession with the relic of Saint Roc, 
patron saint of the village, to whom eternal devotion 
was sworn if he was able to keep the village free from 
cholera.

Image of Carrer Nou in 1958, at the place where the 
social centre and leisure centre are now located. It was 
a dirt track road and when it rained the carts had great 
difficulty driving up it. We can see Els Castellassos to 
the right.

This page of history saw the start of 
a great change in this land. It passed 
from being subject to drought to be-
ing irrigated and having the guaran-
tee of drinking water. Until that time, 
the local population had depended 
on the rain water that they collected 
from pools. This was a major event 
for our forefathers. After all of their 
previous sacrifices and suffering, the 
evolution towards progress was now 
unstoppable.

In the past, the main mode of transport was the cart, 
a vehicle which occupied an important place in the 
collective lives of villages. ©
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Cal Miqueló
Plaça Major, 5 - 25420 Puiggròs
973 143 599 i 663 766 754
www.calmiquelo1778.com
info@calmiquelo1778.com

8 bedrooms with private bathroom • Large kitchen • Dining room • Living room with TV, video game console and DVD • Spa • Sauna 



16 Cal Miqueló. Ten generations of a family from Puiggròs 171837-1888

Joan BellmuntAlthough we know that it was in 
the year 1862 that the gates of the Ca-
nal d’Urgell opened, at the moment, 
we still do not know when water came 
to Puiggròs. That was the key moment 
that led to a great change in the lives 
of our ancestors.

The manuscript found in a private ar-
chive outside the village, which was 
written by Pere Chimenos, the school-
master who worked at Puiggròs, nar-
rates the most outstanding events 
from 1841 onwards. It has left us with 
quite a clear and eloquent description: 
“21st May 1864 was the first day that 
water began to run along the irriga-
tion channels.” In the manuscript, it 
does not say which irrigation channel 
was being referred to, but everything 
would lead us to suppose that it was 
the one currently known as “the large 
channel”, but which is also called the 
Devesa or Acampador channel. 

The date of 21st May 1864 has now 
been engraved in golden letters in the 
history of our village. This was the 
most important event and the one that 
represented the greatest change for 
the village and its crops. 

Everyone was conscious of this and 
they wanted to give it the importance 
and transcendence that it merited. Ev-
eryone got up very early in the morn-

A great day for 
Puiggròs

ing. The men wore their black velvet 
clothes, which they had worn on the 
day that they got married and only on 
that day. The weather was good and 
their hearts were overflowing with joy. 
Everyone walked behind the members 
of the municipal corporation, who 
were the ones who marked the route. 
The whole village was present; no-one 
was missing. It was the moment that 
they had been waiting for: the desired 
objective that so many generations 
had sought and dreamed of. Now, it 
was about to become reality.

They waited at the boundary of the 
municipal district. It was early. There 
was a short wait, but an anxious one, 
which was full of desire and trust...; in 
short, it was an act of faith. 

Water does not make you wait very 
long. It does not take as long as the 
bride at the altar when her beloved 
is waiting for her. That was what that 
meeting was like.

The sound of blunderbuss shots rang 
out. That was the signal. The water 
was reaching the entrance to the mu-
nicipal district. There was collective 
madness; everyone was laughing, 
they embraced each other, they were 
happy...

The water entered the municipal dis-
trict of Puiggròs and then carried 
on, following its course. The people 

1837-1888

The Cal Miqueló Lineage
The fifth generation

Josep Cau Queralt 
(1837-1888)

He was the first heir to bear the surna-
me Cau, which has since been main-
tained through to the present day. He 
was also the first heir of Cal Miqueló 
and the name of the house came from 
that of the house of his father: Cal Mi-
queló, in Miralcamp.

He married Teresa Miret (1835-1899), 
from L’Espluga Calba, who was two 
years older than him. They had five chil-
dren: Manuel, the heir (1868-1957), Jo-
sep (1869), Pere (1870), Maria (1876) 
and Mateu (1878).

The heir, Josep Cau Queralt, was ill for 
many years and had to stay in hospitals 
and rehabilitation centres to cure himself. 

He administered the properties very ba-
dly, resulting in him having to sell off 
the majority of them. 

This was, therefore, the last truly we-
althy generation to live at the house. 
Those who followed had to work even 
harder to be able to get by and support 
their families.

He died at the age of fifty-one, fo-
llowing a long illness. 

touched the water to convince them-
selves that it was real. Someone called 
Maria del Pere became the first irriga-
tor; she took a small ceramic pot to 
water a shrub in the vegetable garden 
that she had near the village. Accord-
ing to the manuscript, Old Jan said that 
although the water that came flowing 
down the channel was soil brown in 
colour, he knelt down and - with tears 
in his eyes - began to drink it and 
to wash his face, with cups of water 
made from his own hands. He was the 
first person to taste the new water. Af-
ter this, others got into the water ful-
ly clothed to soak themselves and to 
drink it. There was total delirium.

The priest blessed the water. Puiggròs 
experienced one of its biggest and 

Les Garrigues, a comarca which is essentially dedicated to crop growing and livestock farming, is dominated by the 
culture of this tree. The olive tree therefore became the symbol of this land, which is regarded as a producer of the 
best olive oil in the world. What is more, it has given rise to landscapes of great beauty, such as the one in the photo. The arrival of water and the reservoirs changed the landscape. Puiggròs sees itself reflected in the waters as though they were the waters of the canals of Venice.

The Romana
Business between families was 
very common until the middle 
of the 20th century. The Roma-
na was an instrument used for 
weighing all kinds of products. 

The house keys
Although the houses 
were always open during 
the day, when all the 
family was out, and at 
night, they were locked.

The iron
White and well-ironed shirts is a 
tradition that has been conserved 
until today and which goes back 
many years.

Hand rakes
Olive trees have formed part of 
the landscape of our village since 
time immemorial. This tool has 
been used to collect olives for 
hundreds of years. It is still used 
today, although less and less, as 
more productive mechanised sys-
tems have now appeared.

This is a small one which 
was used for weighing 
products such as: rabbits, 
hens, legumes, vegeta-
bles, etc. 

most joyous collective commemora-
tions. Without a doubt, the occasion 
merited this. It was (and is) a major 
event in the history of our village. Of 
course, in the coming years, the arriv-
al of water would bring with it public 
washing facilities, a deposit of drink-
ing water, water for the houses and 
drains. In short, it brought an improve-
ment in the well-being of our village 
which it is now necessary to evaluate 
in its just measure. 

We should close this description by 
underlining that the manuscript is 
original and authentic and that every-
thing that is described in it is coherent 
(even though we have taken away a 
lot of information), so we should not 
doubt its veracity. 

Popularly known as “the Portal”, this is one of the most emblematic and easily identified places in the village. It 
gets its name from the fact that it is one of the gateways that provide access to the old part of the village. From 
here, it is possible to observe beautiful sunsets and to feel embraced by a peace and quiet that sooths the spirit. The 
panorama that can be seen from here is truly striking, and on summer evenings it is possible to feel the soft kiss of 
the refreshing marinada (sea breeze). 
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18 Cal Miqueló. Ten generations of a family from Puiggròs 191868-1957

Joan BellmuntThis storm took place on the night 
of 22nd to 23rd September 1874, on the 
eve of Saint Tecla’s day. According to 
the data that we have been able to col-
lect, the storm of that night left 350 li-
tres of water per square metre.

As far as we know, people began to hear 
the sound of thunder at around one 
o’clock in the morning, and then, al-
most immediately, it began to rain with 
unusual fury. The torrential rain con-
tinued to fall until around six o’clock 
in the morning.

The storm of Santa Tecla caused 570 
deaths in Catalonia and numerous in-
juries and over 700 houses collapsed 
as a result of it.

Villages like La Floresta were particu-
larly badly affected, with deaths as a 
result of the flash flood and also con-
siderable material damage. 

Puiggròs also suffered the consequenc-
es of this downpour - and for this rea-
son we have made this introduction 
- although without the calamitous re-
sults experienced elsewhere. Many 
animal pen walls, which were mainly 
built of compacted clay and stone, fell 
down and we are told that as a result 
of the strong wind and rain (remember 
that 350 litres fell) many house walls 
and roofs were also damaged. 

The village was cut off on the side 
facing Les Borges Blanques and Mi-

1874: the storm of 
Santa Tecla

1868-1957

The Cal Miqueló Lineage
The sixth generation

Manuel Cau Miret 
(1868-1957)

He was the eldest of five siblings. With 
much less land to cultivate, he had to 
work hard to maintain his family and 
his brothers and sisters. His father had 
been ill for twenty years and he wit-
nessed how the majority of the plots of 
land that they had had were sold off 
cheaply. 

He lived through the Spanish Civil War 
and the post-war period, which was a 
time of considerable scarcity. 

He married Rosa Santandreu Barrufet 
(1876-1970), who was also from June-
da, and they had four children: Teresa 
(1899-1977), then Josep, who died at 
the age of two, Josep (the heir) (1904-
1981) and Ramona (1907-2008). 

ralcamp as the lowest lying gullies 
were turned into veritable torrents of 
screeching water. The people gath-
ered under the roof of the church in 
the morning of 23rd to pray that the vil-
lage should not suffer any major dam-
age as a result of this great downpour. 
We think that some walls fell down 
and that some local people may have 
been injured.

The 3rd October 1874 edition of El Di-
ario de Barcelona offered the follow-
ing summary of the damage produced 
by flooding in the Lands of Lleida: 
“Cervera, 23 dead; Tàrrega, 150 dead 
and 250 houses demolished; Guimerà, 
33 deaths and 96 houses demolished. 
Amongst the victims in this last village 
were the mayor and two of his daugh-
ters. El Tarròs, 8 deaths and the col-
lapse of the whole village; Vilagrassa, 
13 deaths; Claravalls, 11 deaths; Les 
Borges Blanques, 14 deaths. To these, 
we must add those of La Floresta. Bar-
bens, 82 houses demolished.”

As can be appreciated from this report 
from the Barcelona press, the people 
of that time experienced a veritable 
catastrophe. We can only suppose that 
all of the inhabitants of that time must 
have received a terrible shock.

The village came together in the 
church. There, they found refuge. Faith 
was their consolation and their source 
of hope.

Cholera
The calm did not last for very many 
years, either globally nor in the vil-
lage. Eleven years had passed. It was 
the year 1885 when the cholera epi-
demic hit our territory.

If up to this point we have present-
ed a historical summary of the facts, 
we cannot finish without referring to 
a popular belief of the village. It is a 
story that all the old people of the vil-
lage know well and it was they who 
told it to us. It is said that while the 
previously mentioned procession was 
underway, one man disrespectfully 
went hunting. According to this tale, 
the following day that man was found 
dead with cholera while the rest of the 
sick of the village were cured.

The image of 
Sant Roc

At the moment of writ-
ing these words, the im-

age of Sant Roc, which 
was venerated by the peo-
ple of the village of Puig-
gròs in 1885 and which 
was paraded in the pro-
cession that called for a 
cure for cholera, can be 

found in the deposit of the 
Diocesan Museum of Lleida. 

This image (a wooden polychrome 
carving) was the only religious item 
saved from destruction in 1936; the 
others were burnt in front of the pres-
ent day cemetery. The image of Sant 
Roc was saved because Maria Tere-
sa, of Cal Gall, hid it in the vaults of 
the church, covered - so they say - by 
sheaves of alfalfa. 

Cart light
A light which was carried on carts 
at night. 

Oli lamp
It was not so many years 
ago that houses did not 
have electricity. This was 
the instrument used to 
provide minimal light-
ing for the rooms.

Tools
The family economies were tre-
mendously self-sufficient, in fact, 
to extremes that are difficult to 
imagine nowadays. Many neces-
sary items and repairs were car-
ried out using the tools and abil-
ities of the members of the fam-
ily itself. Very few of the things 
needed by a family had to be 
acquired from external suppliers. 

Examples of tools that are hun-
dreds of years old.

In 1885, Puiggròs suffered nine deaths, 
some of which were caused by the ep-
idemic, and every home was affected 
by this pestilence. The number of peo-
ple who fell ill in the houses increased. 

When 1886 arrived, the situation got 
even worse, with a total of sixteen 
people from our village dying, some 
of them from cholera. 

A meeting qualified as “extraordinary” 
was called. At it, the local council and 
the local parish priest, Mossèn Anto-
ni Gelonch Gaspa, agreed to call for 
heavenly protection to rid the village 
of this scourge. With this in mind, they 
officially and solemnly decided: 

“To make a promise to Sant Roc and 
to ask him to heal the village and to 
protect it from this accursed plague 
that we suffer and that kills us, and we 
solemnly promise that if it is cured of 
the plague, in gratitude, the village of 
Puiggròs will always celebrate a festi-
val, in perpetuity, one day a year (on 
Easter Tuesday), in honour of the saint, 
organising a solemn procession and 
no-one from the village will work.” 

Once the meeting was over, an official 
act was written to register the agree-
ment. After this, the whole village -ex-
cept those who were ill- gathered at 
the church to begin a solemn proces-
sion through the whole village, carry-
ing the image of Sant Roc. Many of the 
ill, making the greatest of efforts, went 
out onto their balconies and to their 
windows as the procession passed 
and called for the protection of the 
saint with songs and tears. 

The schoolmaster, bearing witness to 
the act, wrote the following words to 
describe the pathetic scenes: “those 
pale faces that looked out through 
the windows and from the balconies 
made us shed tears of tenderness for 
the faithful who devotedly accompa-
nied the saint bearing large and small 
religious candles”. 

It was in 1885 that the cholera 
epidemic hit our territory.

This was the only religious image that 
was saved from being burnt in 1936.

An important fact
To close our account of this period, it 
is necessary to make reference to what 
was a very specific, yet important, 
event for the local population. It was 
in 1917 that light (an electric power 
supply) reached Puiggròs. At that time, 
the mayor was called Galanet”, who 
was the father of Pepe Nises”, and the 
secretary was Baltasar Gelonch. This 
event marked a change of lifestyle. Ini-
tially, many houses had only a single 
lightbulb, on a very long cord, which 
they paraded from one room to anoth-
er. Soon the traditional hook lamps, 
otherwise known as oil lamps, would 
become a thing of the past.

The arrival of electricity
This was, without doubt, one of 
the most important changes that 
our villages experienced. It is dif-
ficult to imagine what life must 
have been like, especially in win-
ter, with only a few hours of natu-
ral light. In the image, we can see 
a wooden switch. It was worked 
by hand, using pieces of stone as 
very rudimentary insulation. 

On the right, the house of Cal Pere l’Esquerrer, before 
it was knocked down. Next to the church, there was a 
street which provided access to the historic centre of 
the village and to the portal. On festive days, in order 
to attend the religious acts, everyone who did not live 
in the historic centre used to pass along this street. This 
is one of the places that has now been lost. Photograph of Puiggròs taken from the bell tower (bird’s eye view, over the rooftops) in the autumn of 1973. 
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20 Cal Miqueló. Ten generations of a family from Puiggròs 211904-1981

Joan BellmuntThese “Municipal Ordinances”, 
which were drawn up and then ratified 
by the Royal Decree of 7th March, are 
quite curious and interesting. We have 
therefore decided to highlight a few of 
them in this final summary. They show 
the norms that guided people just over 
a century ago and relate to the conduct 
and habits of our ancestors. There were 
some very curious items and we have 
no doubt that you will enjoy reading 
and reflecting on some of their articles. 

—It is prohibited to remain inside the 
church either covered by, or wrapped 
in, a blanket or cape or to wear a suit 
that goes against the decorum that is 
meant to be observed in the temple of 
the Lord. 

—Similarly, it is prohibited to con-
verse, or to otherwise disturb in any 
shape or form the devotion expressed, 
inside the church, or to carry out any 
acts in its immediate vicinity that could 
disturb the divine worship or be con-
sidered irreverent. 

—Neither is it permitted, when in the 
cemetery, to use words, shout or car-

The “Municipal 
Ordinances”

1904-1981

The Cal Miqueló Lineage
The seventh generation

Josep Cau Santandreu
(1904-1981)

He was the last heir to have been born 
and died in the house. He had two sis-
ters, one who married someone from 
Arbeca and the other who married a 
man from Puiggròs.

He also got married to someone from 
Puiggròs: Manuela Vallverdú Cabau 
from Cal Manyot.

They had two children: Lola (1929-
2012) and Josep, who is the current 
heir. They witnessed the arrival of trac-
tors and agricultural machinery which 
implied an enormous change in the 
work of the small-scale farmer.

Another new arrival was that of the 
profession of intensive livestock farmer, 
which is the current activity of this hou-
sehold.

Curiously, Josep is the only heir to have 
married someone from the same village.

ry out acts, which show a lack of re-
spect to the place where the dead lie 
at rest. 

—No-one shall bathe in a public place 
without duly observing the laws of 
modesty.

—It is prohibited to exhibit stamps or 
recordings that could offend moral 
values or good customs. 

—Those who violate any of the pre-
viously listed provisions shall be pun-
ished with a fine of five pesetas. 

—Arguments and fights between boys 
are prohibited within the village and 
its immediate surroundings, as is the 
throwing of stones or any other ob-
jects at the doors and windows of the 
houses, or at the walls of the temple, 
or at the communal buildings belong-
ing to the neighbours.

Those who contravene the following 
article shall be punished with a fine of 
between one and five pesetas and, if 
the authors should be minors, the cor-
responding civil or subsidiary respon-
sibility shall be demanded of their par-
ents or tutors.

—The transit of carriages through the 
streets of this village shall not be per-
mitted on Maundy Thursday or Good 
Friday, nor at any other time when a 
procession needs to pass these points. 
Excepting cases of emergency, or 
when the Mayor has given express 
permission, this must be verified in 
the street in question. 

—The carriages that run through the 
village during the night and those that 
have been left out on the public high-
way shall do so with a streetlight or a 
light lit in order to allow pedestrians to 
see this obstacle. 

—As the majority of fires are the result 
of a lack of chimney cleanliness, each 
neighbour shall be obliged to remove 
the soot from the same at least once 
per year, with those failing to do so 
being punished with a fine of between 
one and five pesetas. 

—It is prohibited to smoke or light 
matches in the immediate vicinity of 
hay stores, in hay yards at the time of 
threshing, or in any other places where 
there are easily inflammable materials, 
under penalty of a fine of from two to 
five pesetas. 

A memory of yesterday which has completely changed today. In the foreground it is possible to see the place which was called Micaló’s yard, the area where the dance of the 
great summer festival was held and which was simply an area of paved earth. Today, this spot is occupied by the house of El Ramis. We can also see the shed of Cal Jan, the old 
schools for the children and the houses of Cal Basili, Cal l’Esquerrer, Cal Gall and Cal Companyero, which were previously on the outskirts of the village.

The tree and the firewood are in the place that is now 
occupied by the house of Miquel Gaya. The (back of the) 
wall that can be seen in the foreground was the place 
where cinema films were projected on Sunday afternoons 
and where the dance of the main winter festival was held 
(on 17th January, Saint Anthony’s Day). It was also used as 
a playground for the school, which was to the left. 

A mule with its bag of oats. The mule Morena at rest, 
recovering her strength by eating. With the ploughing 
cushion, the seat on her back and hooked up to the 
plough, the mule formed an integral part of what 
was understood as the household. It was an essential 
element for work in the field and in the home.

The clock
In 1925, the heir Josep Cau Santand-
reu made an important modification 
to the house. The clock that you can 
see in the living room dates from this 
time. It is important to underline that 
this object did not work for more 

than thirty years. Once we had fin-
ished the reform work, we put it 

in the place where you can now 
see it and wound it up. With-

out any other modifications, 
it began to work with an ab-

solutely surprising level of 
precision. In those times, 

these pieces bore the 
name of the clockmak-

er who made them.

Encaustic cement tile mosaic
Before the reform work of 1925, the first floor was 

all one room including the kitchen (which was lo-
cated in the corner, where the stairway is now), 

the dining area and the resting area, all within 
the same open space. On getting married, Josep 

Cau Santandreu and Manuela Vallverdú Ca-
bau changed the kitchen and located it just 

above where it is now and they organised 
the house into three separate rooms and a 

dining room. In each of these rooms there 
were the encaustic cement tile mosa-

ic floors that you can find in different 
parts of the house. The technique used 

to produce these mosaics means that 
today they are highly valued pieces. 

In fact, this is so much so that there 
are places in Barcelona where 

they are sold piece by piece as 
mementoes for tourists. 

—It is prohibited, subject to the penal-
ty of a fine of between one and three 
pesetas, to wash any type of clothing 
in the pool of this village. Citizens are 
able to do this at the public or private 
washing facilities and at the points 
along the irrigation channels indicated 
by the indications of good governance. 

—The neighbours shall sweep in front 
of their houses and as far as the side of 
the street on a daily basis. They shall 
also water this area at least once in the 
morning in summer and two hours be-
fore any procession has to pass by.
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22 Cal Miqueló. Ten generations of a family from Puiggròs 231938

Joan BellmuntThe 35th International Eucharistic 
Congress took place in Barcelona in 
1952, during the pontificate of Pius XII.

It was held between 27th May and 1st 
June 1952, under the slogan “The Eu-
charist and Peace”. It was promoted 
by the bishop of Barcelona, Gregorio 
Modrego, and was one of the most 
relevant events in the history of the 
diocese of Barcelona. Seventy-seven 
countries and three thousand congre-
gationalists participated in the event.

While events of this magnitude were 
taking place in the Catalan capital, 
in the village of Puiggròs, and in the 
neighbouring villages, things were 
happening at a different rhythm. Time 
seemed to move much more slowly.

One of the most important realities of 
our villages at that time was the har-
vesting and threshing of grain.

Remembering how people harvested 
and threshed back in those times, both 
in general, and in particular at Puig-
gròs, is tantamount to remembering 
the history of the work that had been 
basic to the world of the small-scale 
farmer and which, until only a few de-
cades ago, was a ritual in itself. As well 
as providing corn, this was also equiv-
alent to guaranteeing flour and, as a re-
sult, bread, which was the basic food-
stuff of the time (being used for bread 
soup for breakfast, bread for lunch and 
bread for the evening meal). 

Without a doubt, of all the agricultural 
tasks, the richest in terms of its cere-
monies and staging before the arrival 
of modern machinery was that of har-
vesting wheat. 

Many years ago, harvesting was done 
with the sickle or bagging hook. The 
saying was clear: “in June, the sickle 
in hand”. This was very heavy work. 
Later the scythe was used (which was 
another story), with the worker har-
monising each pace to fit in with the 
blow of the scythe. The crop had to be 
well dried before it could be cut. As 
a young man, I had the personal ex-
perience of harvesting in the field and 
threshing in the yard.

Memory of harvesting 
and threshing

1938

The Cal Miqueló Lineage
The eighth generation

Josep Cau Vallverdú 
(1938)

He is the current heir and from the last 
generation to have been born in the 
house. It must be noted that he is the 
last person who is the heir by birth. In 
the past, it was traditional for a couple 
to draw up specific marriage chapters 
when they got married. This consisted 
of an agreement between the couple 
and their respective parents in which 
the dowry and other pacts were inclu-
ded. It was also the tradition, in the 
case of ancestral homes, to decide the 
heir. This consisted of agreeing that 
the eldest son, or by defect the eldest 
daughter, would receive the property 
consisting of the lands and the house. 

This agreement could not be changed, 
so the heir could not give the inheritan-
ce to another child, even if they wanted 
to. This was done to prevent the pro-
perties from being shared and made 
smaller. Thus, when Josep Cau Vallver-
dú was born, he received, by right, all 
the property of the house, even though 
his father did not want to do this. Jo-
sep once again married someone from 
Juneda: Pepita Barrufet Cornudella 
(1940), and they had two children: Glò-
ria and Eduard. He complemented his 
agricultural activity with intensive pig 
farming. Now retired, Josep and Pepi-
ta attend to the guests staying at this 
house, through which so many genera-
tions and people have passed, which is 
now, once more, full of life.

From the harvested crop, people made 
small bundles using the rake; and 
from these small bundles, they made 
sheaves. If these were of wheat, they 
were tied with string from the same 
crop; if they were of barley, they were 
tied with wheat roots. The sheaves 
were then used to make the haystacks 
in which the grain was preserved and 
protected from the stone.

Once the harvest was over, the thresh-
ing began. To do this, the sheaves 
were transported to the threshing 
yard by cart. It was necessary to pre-
pare the threshing yard beforehand. 
During the year, if it rained before 
summer, the ground had to be pre-
pared. When there had been a down-
pour in summer or spring, the grass 
that grew from the ground was cut 
without disturbing much soil. 

Then, the pile of straw was scattered on 
the ground, to a depth of a couple of 
centimetres of old straw. This was then 
passed over with the roller for about an 
hour. One or two days before thresh-
ing, this straw carpet was removed and 
the yard was brushed. First the wheat 
was threshed so that it released some 
seed, which was not a problem; then 
the barley, and when the grain thresh-
ing campaign was over, they did the 
legumes, because being long-grained, 
they left behind soil. 

Threshing 
Early in the morning the sheaves were 
taken to the threshing yard by cart; six 
bundles were tied to the ladder (and 
eight if it was a big cart), and the floor 
planks were removed in order to put 
the “bags” there, which lowered the 
level of the cart until the bags were al-
most touching the ground (they hung 
from chains). In this way, it was possi-
ble to load a few more sheaves. 

Two people were needed to load the 
cart. One passed the sheaves using 
a pitchfork and the other positioned 
them. Once at the hay yard, they were 
unloaded and the hay was spread us-
ing forks. They called this fer l’este-
sa, or esgarbassar (threshing). They 
then had breakfast and after that they 
coupled up one or two mules to the 
thresher and began to mill the first 
session; each session lasted about an 
hour, according to the scale of the 
threshing session. The straw then had 
to be turned over. They did three ses-
sions in the morning and two in the 
afternoon/evening. At midday, they 
had lunch at the hay yard; the food 
had to be nutritive because threshing 
was very heavy work.

When they had hay, if it was windy, 
they winnowed; they had to sepa-
rate the grain from the hay and they 
did this using three-pronged forks. If 
it was not windy, they removed the 
thick hay with a rake. Then, using oth-
er rakes they piled up the grain mixed 
with the chaff and they winnowed it 
using pitchforks and wooden paddles. 

When the grain was more or less 
clean, they winnowed it with the sift-
er. The clean grain was then measured 
and put into sacks. While some took 
it to the house, the others would then 
make haystacks. Sometimes people 
also made haystacks while others 
went to collect the sheaves. It was 
when the wheat was at the house that 
you could hear people say: “now we 
can say wheat, because it is in the sack 
and well tied”. This was because the 
small-scale country farmer was always 
very careful and very conservative and 
so even when there was a good crop 
they used to say: “it is not possible to 
say wheat of what is not in the sack 
and well tied”. 

Memory of the 
hay yards

Despite possible inaccuracies, because 
we experienced this in our infancy, we 
have mentioned those hay yards that 
we remember as having been in the 
village. We must apologise for those 
that we may, against our better inten-
tions, have omitted and those that we 
thought existed but may not have.

The hay yards of Cal Miqueló, Ca l’Eloi, 
Cal Bonhome, Cal Bitxo, Cal Fernan-
do, Cal Miquelet del Miquel, Cal Jan, 
Cal Queralt, Cal Roc, Cal Companye-
ro, Cal Pati, Cal Petit, Ca la Tonya, Cal 
Ramon del Carliste, Ca l’Esquerrer and 
El Naxo; the hay yards and enclosures 
of El Felets, El Basili and Cal Jeroni; 
the hay yards of L’Isidre, Cal Macià, 
Cal Galan and Cal Menció; the hay 
yards of El Gall, Cal Xena, El Joan de 
la Mitgera and Cal Tarrit; the hay yards 
of El Caçador and Ca l’Estanc; the hay 
yards of Cal del Sequier, Cal Fart and 
Cal Manyot; the hay yard of Cal Can-
co… Without a doubt, there were even 
more, but we cannot remember them.

The threshing and making of hay-
stacks, whose hay was for feeding 
the animals throughout the year, took 
place in these hay yards. 

The yard
All of the houses had a yard so 
that they could be self-sufficient 
in food; there they often had a 
pig, rabbits and hens, etc.  In the 
image, there is a drinking trough 
for the hens. 

Man reaping. When June came, the ears of wheat 
turned yellow and the time for reaping had arrived. The 
bagging hook, the sickle and later the scythe (shown 
in the image) were the most typical and frequently 
used reaping tools. The scythe constituted an authentic 
revolution and made it possible to advance the speed 
of the work. Handling the scythe was hard work and 
the workman’s back tended to suffer the consequences. 

Hard work, working from sun up to sun down, 
sweating and impatience. First came the reaping, then 
the threshing. The people went to collect the sheaves 
early in the morning, still under the dark of night. After 
breakfast, the animals were hitched up at the mill and 
the milling was carried out (image in the photo). The 
millstone began to turn on the threshed corn, until the 
moment arrived when this task was complete. From 
this, we get the expression haver fet paller (having 
made hay, or having done the work).  

The afternoon was dedicated to the other process;  
the threshers, aided by the wind, took the straw from 
the hay yard and left behind only the grain and its 
husks, which were piled up in a single mound. The 
grain was passed through the instrument known as 
the thresher (image in the photo). Once the grain was 
clean, it was put into sacks and taken to the house, 
where it was deposited in the granary. The dress of the 
threshers was traditional; they were protected by great 
big straw sun hats which almost inevitably fell off.  

When the cereal had been harvested and tied, the 
sheaves were stacked in rows. This called fer les garbes 
(lining up the sheaves). The sheaf storage area was 
covered by sheaves placed in such a way that the water 
would run off them if it rained. Personally, I remember 
tying sheaves behind my father as he reaped.
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Once the wheat was at the house, you 
could hear the saying: “now we can 

call it wheat, because it is in the sack 
and well tied”.

Everyone worked together in the hay 
yard: the women cleaned with brush-
es, before, during and after threshing. 
They were also the ones responsible 
for preparing the manduca (a picnic 
snack), because at that time many 
meals were made. There was the 
meal before setting out in the morn-
ing, breakfast, a snack at ten in the 
morning, popularly known as “doing 
the ten o’clock”, lunch, an afternoon 
snack and the evening meal. 

According to a popular saying, it was 
necessary to thresh in July: “the person 
who threshes in July does not thresh 
when they want to” because in August 
the marinada (sea breeze) no longer 
blows, and it is not possible to do the 
cleaning. If on any day they could not 
do the cleaning, this was referred to as 
fer lloca.

In the village, the threshing was car-
ried out and the hay was made in var-
ious different hay yards. Each house 
had one because straw provided the 
food for working animals throughout 
the year. The haystacks consisted of 
piles of threshed hay (skill was re-
quired to build these) made in round-
ed or elongated shapes. Once made, a 
good quantity of earth and water were 
mixed together to make a mud which 
was then spread across the whole up-
per part of the haystack, either by hand 
or using a piece of wood. On drying, 
this produced an outer layer that pro-
tected the straw when it rained, there-
by preventing water from wetting and 
damaging it.



24 Cal Miqueló. Ten generations of a family from Puiggròs 251967

Joan BellmuntSome of the most important news 
from this time (in addition to the arriv-
al of man on the moon, in July 1969) 
that had an impact on the territory of 
Lleida was related to water. We shall 
now mention a couple of relevant 
examples. The first was the drying  
up and later recovery of the Ivars 
d’Urgell and Vila-sana pool. The sec-
ond was the Segarra-Garrigues Canal. 

The lands that form part of the neigh-
bouring comarca of El Pla d’Urgell 
where the boundaries between La Se-
garra and the River Segre were poorly 
defined had previously been known 
as the desert of Urgell, the Mascançà, 
or even “the devil’s hole”. 

This great empty extension of land, on 
which no crops were grown, had orig-
inally been used as pasture for almost 
nomadic flocks. In historic times, this 
area had corresponded to a border 
zone between the Christian territories 
of Old Catalonia and those controlled 
by the Moors, who had occupied the 
lands further to the west. The arriv-
al of the waters of the Canal d’Urgell 
had opened the way for the definitive 
configuration of what was the pool 
from the year 1861 until it was finally 
drained, from 1945 onwards. 

That old pool had been around three 
kilometres long and one kilometre 
wide. It had been a rich and varied 

Loss and recovery 
of the pool

1967

The Cal Miqueló Lineage
The ninth generation

Eduard Cau Barrufet 
(1967)

The person who is currently in charge 
of the Cal Miqueló exploitation. 

His work is dedicated to intensive pig 
farming. He was the person who con-
verted what had been an empty house, 
following the death of his grandfather 
Josep Cau Santandreu in 1981, into a 
guest house. 

The house had previously been empty 
for thirty-five years. 

He married Marta Pratdepadua Pedrós 
(1967) from Vallverd d’Urgell and they 
have three children: Eduard (1996), 
Gerard (1999) and Maria (2007).

habitat, full of life, thanks to what had 
been an optimal biological system for 
the development of different animal 
species. The old pool had been a mar-
vellous place.

There had been a lot of hunting and 
fishing at the pool and it had been 
constantly possible to see around thir-
ty boats hunting or fishing there. The 
fishermen used to sell their produce in 
the neighbouring villages and it is said 
that there were so many of them that 
one of the streets in Ivars was known 
as Carrer dels Pescadors (the fisher-
men’s street).

Indeed, it is said that at the time of the 
festa major (main local festival), the 
people of Puiggròs used to go to Ivars 
by bicycle in order to buy eels from 
the pool so that they could make the 
delicious dish of rice with eels. This 
was the traditional meal of the festa 
major.

The pool was a social point where 
people used to gather to enjoy a meal 
or have a snack. It was also a place to 
meet before going out on the town, 
before proposing to a girl, asking her 
parents for her hand in marriage, mak-
ing public the value of the dowry to 
be paid to the other family, and a long 
etcetera.

However, all of this reality was to go 
to waste. Private interests condemned 
the pool to death. This occurred on 

11th December 1945, when the BOP 
(Official Gazette of the Province) pub-
lished an announcement by Locomo-
ción y Transporte, SA which called for 
the Ivars Pool to be drained. This was 
a flagrant injustice. Never more must 
private interests be put above the real-
ity and interests of the collective.

That old pool space was turned into 
cultivated land. And that is how it 
remained for many years. Howev-
er, over recent decades there was a 
strong campaign in favour of recov-
ering this lost space and people be-
came increasingly aware and involved 
in it. It was with the publication of a 
book about the pool, in 1988, entitled 
L’estany d’Ivars, records i vivències 
de l’ahir, (The Ivars Pool, memories 
and experiences of yesteryear) that I, 
myself, became fully conscious of the 
situation. This book explained every-
thing that this place represented and 
it ended, on its last page, with the fol-
lowing words:

One day in the near future, I would 
like to be able to show you the reen-
countered Route to the Pool; a route 
to a pool that, although now dead in 
the local setting, remains alive in the 
hearts of these people and strives to 
be so once again...

That book unveiled the will to recov-
er the pool. First the local authorities, 
and then those of the local district, set 
to work to achieve this. Little by little, 
other institutions, at both the provin-
cial and autonomous community lev-
els, also joined the cause. In the 1990s 
important work was carried out to 
make contacts, conduct surveys and 
purchase land. In 2003, the Consor-
ci (consortium) was set up. Later, in 
2005, it was possible for people to see 
with their own eyes how the pool be-
gan to be filled with water once again. 
What a joy it was to be able to see it 
again!

The Segarra-
Garrigues Canal

The other reality that we have men-
tioned was the construction of this 
irrigation canal. This has become a 
pharaonic work and is one of the 
most important in our territory and in 
the country. It has had, and will con-
tinue to have, a very important impact 
on a very wide territory and on a great 
number of people and settlements.

It is a history that is still being written 
at this very moment and whose final 
outcome still remains unknown to us. 
For example, we do not know what 
impact the Albagés reservoir will have 
on the territory of Les Garrigues.

We cannot close this section in any 
better way than by talking about what 
our eyes have already witnessed in the 
preparation of the land for the con-
struction of...

The Albagés 
reservoir

“With each blow of the axe, at each 
movement of the tractor, trees and 
scrubland are removed; this is the 
preparation work for the construction 
of the regulating reservoir of the Se-
garra-Garrigues Canal at L’Albagés. 
This is a pharaonic or titanic work 
which can only be compared with the 
construction of the belfry of the Seu 
Vella (old cathedral of Lleida), which 
is said to have been built by giants, or 
by men from a giant race. Over time, 
no-one has been more worthy of this 
title of «a giant race» than the people 
of Les Garrigues. They are tenacious, 
hardworking, industrious, suffering 
and savvy. This is how the earth that 
gave birth to us created us.

They now say that, with the canal and 
the dam, this territory will be like that 
promised by the Bible: it will be a land 
with milk and honey flowing in abun-
dance. If this were to be so, I would 
only ask for one thing: it must contin-
ue to be the land of the giant race that 
we have come to know; it must be a 
source of pride and set an example for 
all the lands that speak Catalan!”

Measurements 
of volume

In the same way that the Roma-
na was used to trade or exchange 
certain products, such as wheat, 
barley, oats, beans etc., it was 
also necessary to use measures of 
volume. In the image, we see a 
decalitre (10 litres) measure.

The radio
Another great change within the 
family environment was the ar-
rival of the radio. Viewed with 
perspective, this was perhaps the 
first great step towards globalisa-
tion.

The one that you can see here has 
been at the house for more than 
eighty years.

The pig
One of the main sources of food 
that has always accompanied us 
is the pig. Here we see the pot 
used to make bulls (boiled prod-
ucts) and sausages, etc.

Today, the pool already forms part of 
our heritage.

Today the pool forms part of our her-
itage. With the passing of the years, it 
is possible that no-one will remember 
that there had ever been a day when it 
had dried up and that it was only the 
tenacity and will of the people who 
loved this place that made its recovery 
possible.

In front of Cal Barró, where the women used to meet 
in the afternoons to chat while they took advantage 
of the moment to sew clothes. From left to right: 
Antònia Tomàs (Cal Felets), Rosa Ruera (Cal Barró), 
Carme Segarra (Cal Virgilio), Presentació Morlans (Cal 
Curconet) and Encarnació Figueras (Cal Josep del Jan).

Image of the Ivars and Vila-sana Pool. Today this forms part of our heritage. With the passing of time, it is possible 
that no-one will remember that one day it had been drained and that it has been the tenacity and will of the people 
who love this place that have made it possible to recover it.

Puiggròs viewed from the plains, with the Camí de la 
Bassa, where it is possible to see some large banana 
trees that show where the public washing facilities 
were located.
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Joan BellmuntThe latest generation of Cal 
Miqueló has seen how these Lands 
of Lleida have poked their nose out 
through the international window. 
The whole world is looking over here 
and sees us as an ideal and exemplar 
land. And we are not exaggerating 
when we say this.

In December 2000, UNESCO declared 
the Boí valley a World Heritage Site. 
This is part of our territory.

In 2015, UNESCO also declared the 
falles (fire festivals) of the Pyrenees an 
example of the Intangible Heritage of 
Mankind. These are our traditions.

Soon (it is already in progress) the 
Seu Vella (Old Cathedral) of Lleida 
will also be declared a World Heri-
tage Site de Lleida. This is one of our 
monuments.

What great cultural baggage for this 
generation! The whole world is look-
ing at our home, our settlements, our 
traditions and our monuments...

This generation will have to work 
hard to meet the challenges that lie 
before it. It cannot let anyone down 
or even leave them feeling indiffer-
ent. At the more specific level, this 
challenge is to start the “calmiqueló” 

Land of peace 
and rural house

1996

The Cal Miqueló Lineage
The tenth generation

Eduard Cau Pratdepadua 
(1996)

He is the latest generation of the linea-
ge. He will be responsible for maintai-
ning the house and the good name of 
the Miqueló family. At present, he is 
studying Law in Barcelona and collabo-
rates in the work on the farm and in the 
house whenever required.

rural house business; this has become 
a very personal question. It is neces-
sary to offer good service, a very hu-
man atmosphere, history and gener-
osity. We must work to be the best. 
The house has possibilities as Les 
Garrigues is the best place in which 
to find peace and quiet for the heart 
and soul.

The terrain
It is necessary to locate ourselves 
and to understand that the name of 
the comarca (local district) is not, in 
fact, very old: it only dates from the 
18th century and used to have a very 
imprecise territorial extension. Even 
so, the first historical reference to Les 
Garrigues must be sought in the 17th 
century. It was Pere Gil who, in 1600, 
mentioned this comarca and did so 
using the name “Garrigia”. It was later, 
in the 18th century, in the year 1788, 
that Francisco de Zamora made the 
modern name of the comarca official.

The most relevant evidence of prehis-
toric settlement in the comarca are 
the magnificent cave paintings of El 
Cogul, which until relatively recently 
constituted the most northerly known 
example of the work of the group pop-
ularly known as the “painters of the si-
erras”. The paintings were discovered 
in 1908 by the village priest, Mossèn 
Ramon Huguet, at the rock, or cave, 
known as Els Moros (the Moors).

This is an immense mass of stone that 
rises up next to the path that had pre-
viously served as a balma: a place 
where people could take refuge in 
times of rain or, even, where groups of 
poor people used to spend the night 
back in those times.

The exceptional prehistoric rock en-
semble was catalogued as the best on 
the Iberian Peninsula after that of Al-
tamira. Today, it has been turned into 
a centre for interpreting the past.

Els Vilars
Considering the references to places 
and cultures that have marked the 
historical pattern of this territory, it 
is necessary to include the munic-
ipality of the settlement of Arbeca, 
where, with the name of Els Vilars, 
we can find the remains of an Iber 
settlement, which is one of the rich-
est and most interesting finds dating 
from that time. Located in a flat area, 
this fortified nucleus was construct-
ed 2,800 years ago, and is a unique 
example from the Iber world of Cat-
alonia. Its defensive characteristics 
made it impregnable: a 5-metre-wide 
wall with twelve towers, a stone bar-
rier and a 13-metre-wide and 4-me-
tre-deep defensive ditch. The fort 
was built around the year 750 BCE 
and was uninterruptedly inhabited 
for about four hundred years. It was 
then abandoned in the year 325 BCE. 
However, there are no signs of any 
traumatic or violent event to explain 
why this happened. 

A land of peace! 
Following different paths, it is pos-
sible to admire the perfect harmony 
of the rural world in the local pines, 
vines, fruit, almond and olive trees, 
hermitages, villages and people, who 
welcome visitors with open and sin-
cere hearts.

As the first shadows begin to project 
themselves over the land surface, it is 
necessary to enter one of the venera-
ble houses that form part of the villag-
es of Les Garrigues and, while observ-
ing the sunset, to enjoy the diffused 
light that kisses the beautiful stones 
of the country and the rust-coloured 
walls which have been turned golden 
by the sun of innumerable days and 
which have taken on some quite sur-
real tones.

This light, can be enjoyed by those 
who visit the “calmiqueló” rural house 
either from the portal of the village 
or from the house itself. This is a 
dreamy light and everything bathed in 
it, whether objects, furniture, copper 
tools, pots and pans, seems to take on 
an air of humble saintliness.

To define this comarca and this vil-
lage of Puiggròs, we must use the term 
“land of peace”! It is a land of silence, 
far away from the frenetic hustle and 
bustle of our times, in which the 
morning breeze and that of the early 
evening carry with them mouthfuls of 
peace that quietly, and very gently, 
penetrate the hearts of all who come 
close to the beautiful land of Les Garri-
gues, doing so in silence, like the per-
sistent rain of winter.

The lands
Our land has been the key element that 
has fed all of these different generations 
thanks to the accumulation of culture ac-
quired over the centuries. Year after year, 
they have given their fruits which have 
fed us and still continue to feed us. For 
this reason, land has a very special mean-
ing for the small-scale country farmer and 
it is therefore common for much more 
money to be paid for their estates than 
what they are worth purely from the 
point of view of their production capaci-
ty. The land known as the hill of El Mique-
lo is a piece of land that has belonged to 
the family during the ten generations in 
which they have lived at the house.

The tractor
Another major transformation of our village 
landscapes came with the mechanisation of the 
land. The enormous capacity of tractors in com-
parison to the use of animals also meant that the 
farmers with the least land and many rural work-
ers were left without work. This led to a major 
exodus towards the large cities. In the 1950s and 
1960s, many rural workers moved to Barcelona 
and Lleida. Those who stayed behind had to 
combine their activity. This was when our village 
began to produce sweet fruit and to engage in 
livestock farming based on pigs and poultry.

This is the first tractor that came to Cal Miqueló 
with the three current generations: the present 
heir, Josep Cau Vallverdú; Eduard Cau Barrufet 
and Eduard Cau Pratdepadua.

The house has possibilities because 
the area around Les Garrigues is the 
best possible place in which to find 

peace of heart and mind.

There are some places in the world 
that are surrounded by an aura of 
mystery and magic and which act as 
powerful magnets. This certainly ap-
plies to the comarca of Les Garrigues. 
Perhaps because of its harsh nature 
and natural beauty, it has a power of 
attraction that, once known, you can-
not get away from; it has a special 
charm that simply captivates you. It is 
this same charm, and the same attrac-
tion, which emanates from the village 
of Puiggròs. It is also the same charm 
and attraction that, we hope, will ema-
nate from the “calmiqueló” rural guest 
house, which opened its doors to the 
public on 29th May 2016.

The official opening and blessing of the Casal (social 
centre) on the day of the festa major in 1967.
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To define this comarca and this 
village of Puiggròs, we must use the 

term “land of peace”!

Everyone should witness and enjoy 
this!



Surrounded by nature and olive trees, in the calmest of settings and 
located right in the heart of Les Garrigues, we find Cal Miqueló, an oasis 
of peace and quiet. Come and enjoy our culture and gastronomy, the 
silence and fresh air, surrounded by friends, family and companions... 
and savour a few magnificent days at facilities that combine tradition 
and commodity, the old and the new, activities and total relaxation. 

You only have to breathe; breathe and enjoy each breath of fresh air. 
Come to Cal Miqueló and discover a house with ten generations of 
history; enjoy its totally functional and fully reformed facilities, rooms 
with private bathrooms, a magnificent spa and sauna, a large kitchen 
and, above all, relax while you breathe and as you gaze out into the 
infinite.

Cal Miqueló
Plaça Major, 5 - 25420 Puiggròs
973 143 599 i 663 766 754
www.calmiquelo1778.com
info@calmiquelo1778.com

8 bedrooms with private bathroom • Large kitchen • Dining room • Living room with TV, video game console and DVD • Spa • Sauna 

Cal Miqueló, the rural house where you can breathe


